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FINAL REPORT
The  research  undertaken  under  the  grant  No.  DE-FG02-96ER14614 has  been  in
complete compliance with the work statement  of the grant.   This research has further
advanced the current state of the art in the areas of dynamic aspects of hysteresis and
nonlinear  large  scale  magnetization  dynamics.   The  results  of  this  research  will  find
important engineering applications in the areas of magnetic data storage technology and the
emerging technology of “spintronics”.  
Our research efforts have been focused on the following tasks:
 Study of fast (pulse) precessional switching of magnetization in magnetic materials.
 Analysis  of  critical  fields  and  critical  angles  for  precessional  switching  of
magnetization.
 Development of inverse problem approach to the design of magnetic field pulses for
precessional switching of magnetization.
 Study of magnetization dynamics induced by spin polarized current injection.
 Construction  of  complete  stability  diagrams  for  spin  polarized  current  induced
magnetization dynamics.
 Development of the averaging technique for the analysis of the slow time scale
magnetization dynamics.
 Study  of  thermal  effects  on  magnetization  dynamics  by  using  the  theory  of
stochastic processes on graphs.
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Conceptually,  the  study of  nonlinear  magnetization dynamics  has  been carried  out
within the framework of Landau-Lifshitz and Landan-Lifshitz-Slonczewski equations.  The
analysis of ultra fast precessional switching of magnetization in nanostructures has been
performed and new analytical tools for the calculation of critical pulse fields, critical angles
and magnetic field pulse durations have been developed.  A novel approach to the study of
magnetization  dynamics  induced  by  the  injection  of  spin  polarized  currents  has  been
proposed and complete stability diagrams for this dynamics have been established.  Novel
stochastic differential equations on graphs for free magnetic energy have been derived and
extensively used for the analysis of thermal effects.
The main results obtained in our research work on this grant have been presented at
major international conferences such as INTERMAG and MMM (Magnetism and Magnetic
Material)  Conferences.   These  results  have  also  been  extensively  published  in  such
reputable  journals  as Physical Review Letters, Physical  Review E,  Journal of Applied
Physics,  IEEE Transactions  on  Magnetics,  Physica  B  (Condensed  Matter), Journal  of
Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, etc.  These results are also presented in the scientific
monograph of I.D.  Mayergoyz entitled “Mathematical  Models of Hysteresis  and Their
Applications”, Academic Press-Elsevier (2003, pp. 1-472) and in the three-volume treatise
“The Science of Hysteresis” Academic Press-Elsevier (2006, over 2100 pages) edited by G.
Bertotti and I.D. Mayergoyz.  The list of publications generated in the course of our work
on the grant is attached.
Our  scientific  publications  are  frequently  referenced.   According  to  the  data
provided by the Institute for Scientific Information our publications were referenced in
about 2000 scientific articles and the total number of citations exceeds 3000.
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One PhD student Michai Dimian was supported by this grant and in 2005 he defended his
thesis entitled “Nonlinear Spin Dynamics and Ultra-Fast Precessional Switching.”  After
graduation, M. Dimian has obtained a prestigious postdoc position at Max Planck Institute,
Germany, and in the Fall 2006 he will start his academic career as an Assistant Professor of
Electrical Engineering at Howard University (Washington, DC).
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